
QUESTION 18 – COMMITTEE SERVICE 
 
BCCA has several committees providing opportunities to 
homeowners to provide advice to the Board, help set priorities, 
and work with management on issues of importance to Briar 
Chapel.  Do you agree that service on these committees 
provides homeowners an opportunity to learn about the 
procedures and needs of community governance?  If you have 
served on a committee, did you find it a positive experience? 
 
Listed Alphabetically 
 
Michael Cunningham: There are many ways one can serve Briar Chapel outside of the 
committees or Board. For example, several years ago, I helped start the Briar Chapel 
Homeowner’s Advocacy Group to challenge the Newland-controlled Board with a single voice 
as homeowners did not feel like they were being represented or listened to (a feeling that has 
not gone away, to be honest.) Several current and former board members felt the same way 
and joined the group as well. I’d like to think we had a role in Newland giving up their control of 
the Board sooner rather than later, and I’ll put the work of the homeowner group alongside a 
committee any day. 
 
I also applied to be on the transition committee in 2019 but was not selected. I then promised 
myself to apply for committees in 2020; however, the pandemic got in the way, and I did not 
feel I could have adequately served on a committee. Nevertheless, the interest has always been 
there. As my children have gotten older, more time has become available to devote myself to 
not-keeping-them-from-walking-up-the-outside-of-the-stairs things. I also wanted to give the 
homeowner-controlled Board a chance to find its legs. So, two years after that election and 
with the pandemic (hopefully) behind us for the most part, here I am.  
 
Community input is about more than the required time in the meetings where residents speak 
to the Board.  Action needs to be taken from that input; otherwise, it’s perfunctory. Considering 
only those who have served on a committee puts another barrier between the community and 
the board. You remove from contention many people who can’t serve on a committee. The fact 
that we allow the neighborhood to vote for the Board from whoever is current on their dues 
opens the Board up to a whole range of candidates with diverse skillsets and areas of expertise 
that would otherwise be eliminated if there is, essentially, a board-approved committee 
member running to be on that Board.  Finally, all organizations benefit from new blood and 



new ideas.  Making time served on a committee a requirement, only perpetuates the approach 
and plans of the current board without allowing fresh ideas and approaches to be considered. 
 
I’d rather let the neighborhood decide.  
 
Jennifer Drake:  Absolutely! 
 
Our BCCA Committees provide resident outreach and receive input and prepare 
recommendations to the BOD for issues across the spectrum, from amenity optimization, 
suggestions for improved procedures, innovative problem solving, and new concepts and ideas 
to further enhance our community.  
 
As Board Liaison serving four distinct committees and having actively served on a committee, it 
is an excellent way to be involved, solve challenges and meet new neighbors.  From 
conceptualizing and prioritization of ideas, researching and analyzing solutions and proposals, 
to planning, scheduling and preparing work products and deliverables, and finally surviving the 
budget process securing funding for execution; it is a very rewarding experience.  There is much 
to learn when one becomes involved with HOA functional processes, governing documents, 
design requirements, and even various limitations and restrictions imposed on HOA's;  Having a 
"can do" attitude is a real asset, along with patience as the wheels are not always quick. 
 
To help with your success, our Board assigns liaisons to committees to help guide with 
directives and shepherd courses of action, assist with challenges, championing Team efforts 
enabling successful results. All Board Liaisons attend committee meetings and workshops in 
addition to their normal board duties.  
 
I welcome and invite those interested to serve, to get involved and to invest your time and 
energy in helping fellow homeowners improve our community one idea at a time; it is well 
worth it. 
 
Mark Goodwin: Did not provide an answer. 

 
Vonzell Jones: I do agree that service on the committees provides a great opportunity to 
learn the ins and outs of running the community. Before being appointed to the board, I served 
on the covenants committee. It was a very rewarding experience because I got to work with 
great neighbors on the committee and got a chance to see what homeowners were dealing 
with when it came to violations. Serving also gave me an opportunity to help resolve issues, not 
as someone in charge of a hearing, but as a fellow member of the community. I was also able to 
learn more about what areas in our covenants need attention, as well as learn more about the 
overall procedures for this community.   

 



Liz Rolison: Serving on a BCCA committee is an excellent way to serve your community and I 
applaud all of our residents, past and present, who have served our community.  I would like to 
recognize; however, that there are a lot of other positive ways for residents to get involved and 
contribute to their community, including getting involved with community organizations and 
clubs, supporting Briar Chapel concerns at the local and state level, assisting your neighbors 
when they need a hand and keeping yourself informed about community issues.    
 
To date, my community service has focused on my role in StopChathamNorth keeping residents 
informed on wastewater issues and representing our homeowners' concerns in meetings with 
NCDEQ, NC Utilities Commission, Chatham County Commissioners and building support from 
other neighboring communities such as Fearrington Village.  In addition, I served as co-
President for two years and Treasurer for one year of the Briar Chapel Garden Club.  Over the 
last year, I have focused my attention on our community governance (BCCA), reviewing all the 
governance documents, community website information, have attended most of the BCCA 
meetings/Town Halls and have met with residents to understand their concerns on a large 
range of issues.  Each of these endeavors has allowed me to meet and interact with a lot of our 
residents and has broadened my views on the issues that are important to Briar Chapel. 
 
I’ve noted that the BCCA has had trouble maintaining sufficient volunteers on some of our 
committees.  I have talked to a number of residents who have served or are currently serving 
on BCCA committees.  These residents volunteered for a committee hoping to solve or improve 
an issue that was important to them.  In some cases, I’ve heard frustrations that they were not 
able to accomplish what they had hoped to by joining a committee. Some did not feel 
supported by the board in their efforts.   I’ve also heard from some residents that they 
volunteered, but were not accepted to be on a committee, which I find surprising.  I think we 
need to look at some of these obstacles – so that we can make serving on a committee a more 
rewarding experience for those who are willing to serve. 


